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THE RHYTHM OF SUCCESS

The Rhythm of Success is a one-of-a-kind program designed to challenge and inspire organizations to discover
their untapped potential. The format is fast-paced, entertaining, and as the secrets of the world’s undisputed
international language of music are revealed, full of surprises. No matter what kind of organization—from small
companies to large corporations—employees at all levels will tune UP to a better future by becoming more
collaborative, productive and ultimately, more profitable. This multimedia “keynote concert” experience is sure to
open or close your meeting on a dynamic high note.

THE MUSIC OF LEADERSHIP

This presentation takes your audience on a deep dive into the role of “melody” within music and its’ power as the
central message to bring life to your products and services. When leaders “sing” a better future, inspiration
resonates across the entire company’s culture.

RESOLVING DISRUPTION

Disruptions are ever present and it’s easy for organizations to get out of tune and out of sync. This interactive
experience takes your audience into what disruption really sounds like then, through revealing fresh techniques to
overcome adversity to transform that dissonance to resolution. The stunning new composition that is created
reveals the wisdom and intuitive capability of the audience to achieve their highest potential.

THE PULSE OF PRODUCTIVITY

In our age of relentless distractions and the increase demands in profits and productivity, time management is of
the utmost importance. In this rhythmic journey through the pulse of the beat, your audience will discover their
own rhythm to move forward in a synchronized fashion to victory — As the legendary Duke Ellington wrote in his
timeless classic, “It Don’t Mean a Thing…If It Ain’t Got That Swing!”

TEAMWORK: THE POWER OF HUMAN HARMONICS

Have you ever heard a great sounding band or orchestra where everyone is a soloist? It doesn’t exist. For over a
decade, the Gallup Polls reveal that 4 out of 5 employees are disengaged in their work costing the U.S. Economy
over $500 billion per year in lost revenue. In addition, Passive listening is so common in our culture that people
remember only half of what they hear – even moments after they have heard it. Illuminating the properties of
Harmony to resolve conflict and create breakthroughs, this program helps teams learn how to better listen,
engage and achieve collaborative success.

THE “KEYNOTE MAESTRO” ~ YOUR MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Want to keep your meeting moving or add an extra spark to make your event unforgettable? Freddie Ravel as
your emcee is the answer. He combines your business themes and the Four Foundations of Music to rev up the
energy of general sessions throughout the day, your multi-day meeting or your awards ceremony. Freddie
strongly believes in advance planning to ensure your event’s success. As your Master of Ceremonies, he and his
team will work with you prior to your event to reveal, punctuate and energize your audience through short bursts
of music and entertainment for that perfect segue to your next speaker or award presenter.

In constant demand as a keynote presenter, performer and emcee, Freddie’s high energy and powerful stage
presence guarantees a lively and highly successful event as he ties your program into a perfect bow that further
empowers, uplifts and inspires your audience. He is your assurance that the mundane transforms to magnificent
and why so many clients invite him back year after year!
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